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Introduction
Last week, we published our ‘COVID 19 Merchant’s Guide’ to offer guidance to the
wider eCommerce community, regarding navigating the current landscape.
Since then, the situation has evolved, more information has been shared
and developments have taken place. As more information becomes available
Visualsoft are committed to providing continual guidance to support your
business during these times.
We wanted to follow up our Merchant’s guide with further, and more granular,
information on strategic pivots and website updates you can support your
business in the current climate.
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Reviewing your
marketing messaging
All brand messaging should be tactically reviewed to ensure that all
communication being made is sensitive and mindful with regards to
the current global situation.
While there are undoubtedly plenty of opportunities for the world of
eCommerce in the current climate, it is important to ensure to not
portray yourself as being opportunistic or crass.
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Reviewing your
marketing messaging
Website messaging:

• Consider updating your homepage banners to keep consumers up to date or to point them towards genuinely
helpful products during this time period - ensure that all notifications are visible and distinctive.

• An addition of COVID-19 page to your website that is easily accessible from the homepage can provide

customers with the information they are after at the click of a button. You could also direct them to handy
resources or guides.

• Not all customers will see the homepage, so it is important to ensure messaging regarding COVID-19 (Re: stock

and delivery) is viewable from any page on your website. This could sit within your slither banner, or at the very
top of your website via a sticky promo linking through to your COVID-19 page - if it’s business as usual, customers
should be aware of this as it could be the difference between making or losing a sale.

• Update your delivery pages to reflect any impact the outbreak may have on your customers’ deliveries
• Add emergency basket messaging to inform customers of any changes from the norm, before they proceed to
purchase

• If you expect shipping delays, add shipping holidays to reflect the days you will not be able to process orders,
which helps to set expectations

• Similarly, you can update your courier processing days on a per-courier basis if some of your couriers are
struggling to carry on ‘business as usual’ to help provide your customers with accurate delivery dates.
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Reviewing your
marketing messaging
Ad messaging:

• Review and amend all pre-scheduled social messaging, to ensure that communications are reflective of the

current global situation, and to help communicate all messaging that is being pushed out on your website - to
keep customers as informed as possible.

• Review and amend all paid ads where required, to reflect your stance on the current climate and, wherever
possible, to promote products that are genuinely useful for consumers or could provide comfort in an
uncertain time.

• Interacting with your customers through polls on social media or via email can be key in helping you to tailor your
messaging to exactly what they want to hear. Adapt your communication strategy based on consumer mindset
and how they are feeling.

Focus on establishing virtual and video social connections in a time of
social distancing:

• Consumers (now more than ever) are discovering new connections and nurturing friendships and relationships
virtually so reaching out via social media to offer comfort, guidance and support could increase brand trust.

• Addressing their basic safety and security needs is critical initially to establish connection.
• People are consuming more video content than ever before, such as study videos, cooking videos, relaxation
and workouts.
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Reviewing your
marketing messaging
Review your email comms:

• Review automated email subject lines to ensure that they are still appropriate
• Remove map locators for physical stores for emails
• Update all automated emails to include a banner highlighting COVID-19, including changes to delivery,
operational changes. The banner can also highlight USPs for those where delivery is not affected,
pushing payment options and free delivery

• Ensure generic emails being sent have up to date information about COVID-19 in them
• Be sensitive and keep up with the fast changing situations to ensure key messaging is relevant
• Consider ways of increasing your newsletter subscriber database, incentivise with special offers and make

the sign up field more prominent (e.g. with a sticky newsletter footer), so you can keep potential customers
engaged and informed as the situation develops.
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Use a variety of technology
to communicate remotely
Communication with empathy is key during such an uncertain time period,
with consumers and employees alike.
SMS’ high open rates (98% are opened, and 90% are read within the first 3
minutes) make this a fantastic medium to communicate with staff (and
customers alike). Along with this, there are a number of methods of
communication that can help you communicate with your team and
customers in an uncertain time period:
• Email
• Phone call
• Chat message
• Video call
• Slack messaging
• Encrypted Whatsapp messaging
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Use a variety of technology
to communicate remotely
Social media:
Utilising social media to demonstrate to consumers your commitment of support over the next coming months and
beyond is also a fantastic way to ensure that you are communicating effectively with your consumers.

• With a less saturated advertising space, you are likely to come up against fewer competitors, meaning that it is a
key time to use cheaper CPCs and CPMs for those businesses that are still operating.

• Maintaining a healthy and consistent level of communication will add a huge level of perceived trust for
consumers in an uncertain time period.
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Review your email strategy

During a period of social distancing, it is important for businesses to be
more sociable and communicative than ever before and keeping your
customers up-to-date and comforted is key.
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Review your email strategy
Add comfort to your communications:

• If you haven’t already, ensure that a message has been circulated from your CEO, communicating your business’
standpoint and any changes that consumers should, or could expect.

• Video messaging can add a ‘human touch’ to your message - this could be crucial when it comes to creating a
calmer atmosphere in a hectic environment.

Communicate any changes to regular business proceedings:

• Should new information come to light, whether this be relative to your couriers or from ongoing Government

updates, any changes to regular protocol should be communicated to customers as soon as possible. It’s
important to remember that globally, everyone is in the same boat and consumers, on the whole, understand
that usual business processes may be impacted - they just want to be kept in the loop.

Rework your product emails:

• Review your scheduled product emails to ensure that the products promoted are relevant and are likely to be

required during this time of uncertainty - offering bundles and multibuy offers wherever product margins make
this possible.
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Maintain your ad spend

A less-saturated market offers businesses more opportunities and for this
reason, if you are able, it is vital to maintain your ad spend. You may find
that with changes to the marketplace, this could potentially result in more
clicks and a lower cost.
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Maintain your ad spend

Ensure you are receiving the most relevant clicks by:

• Reviewing all live and scheduled ads to ensure your messaging is relevant and sensitive
• Ensure stock levels are kept up to date within ads so you are not wasting marketing spend on lost clicks
• Be helpful and mindful wherever possible, promoting useful products and services
To alleviate some of the cost for small and medium sized businesses, Google is providing $340 million in ad credits
that can be used at any point up until the end of 2020 across Google Ad platforms. This is because SMBs represent
approximately 90% of all businesses and more than 50% of employment worldwide - Google wants to be able to
support ongoing communications between SMBs and their customers by offering ad credits to help alleviate some of
the associated costs.

• Small and medium sized businesses that have been active since the start of 2019 will see a credit notification
appear in their Google Ads account in the coming months, so keep an eye out!
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Rely on your database
for remarketing
There may be a number of your products that, in light of current developments, are
deemed non-essential for a certain period of time. Once you have reviewed your product
strategy, you may have decided to put a number of products on the back-burner in terms
of your marketing spend.
However, through relying on your pre-built database of visitors, you are able to encourage
return visits to your websites for the most up-to-date information and easy access to
useful products and services.
By tweaking your messaging to put a heavier emphasis on essential products and to also
offer guidance and comfort you can ensure to remain at the forefront of your customers’
minds, welcoming them back to your website.
It can be tempting to pull back on ad spend, however this could impact your visibility.
Focusing your attention on your retention strategy can be more important than ever as
customers need brands they know and trust in an uncertain climate, to provide a sense
of stability.
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Optimise for trust
Longer-term strategies will pay off later in the year, so any spare resource could be
shifted into SEO as a focus.
Ensuring that you are providing as much information as possible that is helpful, useful
and doesn’t incite fear, maximises people’s trust in your business. Optimising your
website to keep consumers in-the-know about the benefits your product range can offer
them and reassuring them that your brand is one they can trust in this difficult time can
be key.
Staying on-brand and demonstrating that your company is reputable and authoritative
isn’t just good for Google, it’s good for your customer. As the saying goes, “people don’t
remember what you say, they remember how you made them feel”.
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Optimise for trust
Keep blog resources going. It benefits not only customer engagement,
but can ensure that your organic visibility doesn’t drop:

• Stick to your tone of voice (if appropriate!) – this keeps the customer engaged with what they like about your
brand

• Make sure you write about topics of wider industry interest – this helps to capture traffic from potential new
customers

• Make sure that this content is informative, authoritative and relevant to your audience – one large, informative
post is better than lots of shorter, thin articles

• Reactionary pieces about the pandemic are unlikely to be fruitful – from an SEO perspective, so many people will
be writing about the pandemic that you’ll never be able to rank high enough for this to be of any benefit to your
organic traffic

Smarten up your content strategy. Make sure that you continue to add or refresh content to areas of your site using
keywords with the most opportunity. Keywords that have the highest volume with the lowest competition – with
everyone forced to shop online, competition will be higher than ever, so make sure that you’re targeting realistic
keywords that you can rank for and continue to rank for once the pandemic is over.
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Utilise your affiliate marketing
partnerships
Utilising affiliate marketing during time of uncertainty can offer a
number of benefits to retailers. With different affiliates focusing
on separate niches, this means their demand may react differently.
Reviewing your partnerships and re-evaluating which are likely to
prosper over the coming months could prove beneficial.
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Utilise your affiliate marketing
partnerships
Commercials:
Due to it’s CPA (cost per aquisition) payment model, utilising Affiliate marketing is likely to become a key channel
over the coming months. As you only pay per acquisition and usually have a window within which you can cancel
the commission on orders (i.e. fraudulent or returns), this can help stabilise your costs. This also means that the
channel scales with the performance of your website.

• Partners essentially take the responsibility of generating sales and are motivated to earn their commission by
sending you valuable traffic or helping you to convert existing users into customers

• You control your CPA. You canpay on a ‘one size fits all’ approach - or, on a varying commission structure based
on new or returning customers, a full or sale price product, product margins or country
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Utilise your affiliate marketing
partnerships
Partnerships:
With a huge array of partners available now is a great time to double down on your key partnerships or find new
opportunities to meet a specific need. Whether it be remarketing, editorial, student targeting, influencers, vouchers,
cashback, on-site conversion tools or many more. Your Affiliate Account Manager can organise, however you should
consider the following:

• Review whether you need to reduce or increase commissions to encourage sales
• Communicate more than ever with your partners about new products, sales or strategy
• Find new partners who can help you boost sales in specific areas, for example, Student Beans could help
you reach a new audience while VoucherCloud could help you target millions of lower income users.
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Support your business
with marketplaces
Promoting your products across various marketplaces allows you to increase your reach
by considerable amounts. Over the course of the next few uncertain months, this may
prove hugely beneficial to many new smaller retailers. In selling on Amazon, eBay or
LoveTheSales, you are placing yourself in front of shoppers who may not have found
you in SERPS alone. Additionally, in a time of uncertainty, shoppers are more likely to turn
to retailers that they know and trust, due to previous positive interactions.
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Support your business
with marketplaces

Following the recent closure of all non-essential UK shops, eBay have announced a number of measures that have
been put in place to support businesses during the COVID-19 outbreak. To support all businesses, but particularly
those that have had to close their physical store, eBay have:

• Waived fees for new businesses to list and sell up to 250 products per month, until 31st May 2021
• Existing sellers also are being given a 30 day payment holiday on all fees (and eBay have committed to consider
an extension until the end of April)

• eBay business sellers can avail help with their payments, by submitting a request here before Saturday 11

April, 6:59 am BST. Sellers must bookmark this page and come back to it 3 business days after submission
to check the status of the request.

• If the request is approved, 50% of the Covered Fees on the next invoice will be deferred until the next
billing cycle, and the remaining 50% will be due on the subsequent billing cycle.
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Support your business
with marketplaces

While selling on Amazon throughout this period, please be mindful of their tools and settings to help you when
setting customers’ expectations and fulfilling orders.

• For non-Prime orders, if you expect delays in shipping your orders, extend your handling time to manage

customers’ expectations. Please put a ticket in with Technical Support to have this changed across your listings.

• For Seller Fulfilled Prime shipments, Amazon recommends that you stay in regular contact with your supported
SFP carrier and that you monitor your pick-up schedule closely. If your carrier is operating as normal, you can
continue with Prime as normal. Amazon has started extending shipping times on Amazon automatically, and so
you may notice your SFP listings may no longer be Prime.

• If you need to, Disable Prime on your Prime shipping template by switching the Enable/Disable Shipping Region
Automation button to ‘disabled’ within your Shipping Settings in Seller Central. More information can be found
here

If you do not wish to take orders temporarily, you can enable the ‘on holiday’ feature in your Seller Central account in
Account Info Settings under Listings Status. Any FBA listings would remain live.
Performance Metrics:

• Amazon has relaxed their policies for shipping-related Performance metrics. Specifically, they will take into

account any COVID-related disruption as it relates to late shipping or needing to cancel orders due to factors
outside your control. Please see here for further information.
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Support your business
with marketplaces

Love the Sales is a commission-based solution that is specifically designed to help retailers sell through your
sale/clearance products, that only takes 1-2 days to launch.

• LovetheSales provides millions of shoppers with a secure shopping experience, giving them access to the

world's sales. It provides merchants with a brand new channel for transactions, as well as an opportunity for
them to clear excess and discounted inventory at the same time. The only requirements are that you sell
branded products.

• With this feature your full product catalogue is automatically fed to LovetheSales.com via our secure integration.

This requires no additional set up or processing on your part. Orders placed on LovetheSales.com are
automatically imported into your admin system for you to manage in one location. Additionally, orders placed and
dispatched are automatically updated on their system to reflect the correct stock levels, meaning perfect
synchronisation throughout.
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Delivery and returns

To add comfort to customers, communicate any changes to standard delivery
methods or time frames at all points of the customer’s journey. Generally,
consumers are understanding of any delays in light of global developments,
however ensuring they have the latest information on their delivery helps to
build brand trust, and in turn, increasing the likelihood of repeat visits.
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Delivery and returns
Delivery:

• Don’t forget to update your delivery page to reflect any changes to the norm
• Businesses can use ‘sticky headers’ on their website to reflect delivery statuses or to link direct to the latest
COVID-19 information

• Ensure that order confirmations and automated emails are sensitive, kept up-to-date and relevant in relation to
the latest Government update

• Enable your customers to leave delivery notes so they can notify you of a safe space they should leave a parcel
that won’t fit through a letterbox, without them having to open the front door risking contamination

• Advise your customers to download delivery courier apps so that they can easily update their delivery
preferences

• If you currently only use a single courier, review additional delivery options if your standard courier is unable to
fulfil delivery

• Communicate the hygiene practices that your couriers are following to ensure safe delivery and to protect their
team and consumers

• Communicate your couriers’ protocol on signed-for deliveries
Returns:

• Extending your returns policy can demonstrate increased flexibility and also encourages fewer people to take
non-essential trips
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Couriers
The landscape for couriers is changing daily and for this reason, we recommend checking
the website of your courier to keep up to date on all communications. Links below will direct
you to the courier specific COVID-19 pages:

Royal Mail

DHL

FedEx

Parcel Force

Ups

DPD

Hermes
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Where can I get support?
We will also be providing regular updates on our specific web page, to keep you in
the loop: www.visualsoft.co.uk/coronavirus
The below resources will also be incredibly helpful in the following weeks or months:

• World Health Organisation
• Gov.co.uk
• Guidance for employers and businesses
• Support for businesses
• Guidance for employees
Our team is always on hand should you need any further information, you can reach us using 01642 633 604
Alternatively, submit your query online via our website and one of our specialists will be in touch: www.visualsoft.co.uk/contact
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